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Subconscious and psychologically proven methods to attract the opposite sex, spark chemistry, and

create feelings of affection and love. There is a definitive science to attraction, and it turns out we've

been doing it wrong...or doing it right for all the wrong reasons. This book is your textbook and field

manual for (1) how to flirt better, (2) how to have better sex, and (3) how to plant the seeds of

romantic love in whomever you want. Understand the instinctual triggers of attraction. The Science

of Attraction is an in-depth look at human attraction and what draws people together. It dives into

peer-reviewed research, combined with the insightful and straightforward observations of a

renowned dating coach. Patrick King is an internationally best-selling author and acclaimed speaker

and coach. Together, this book is the ultimate guide to inform, diagnose, and recommend highly

actionable steps to take your dating life to the next level. Find the shortcut to powerful chemistry.

Too often, we rely on our own experiences with a sample size of one, or advice from friends that are

perpetually single. There's a better way - looking at the research and evidence about what we really

want, not what we think we want. You'll learn why we like whom we like, and what to do about it.

How can you learn to scientifically attract the opposite sex? The three types of touching you should

strategically use How four evolutionary types of attraction are still highly relevant What the chase is

and how to win at it What your flirting style is and how to take advantage of it Be prepared to charm

every type of person Whether you should date someone similar or complementary to yourself How a

focus on chemistry and love might be hurting you How to know exactly what you want in a partner
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I knew about attraction but didn't knew that it was a science until I read this book. It gives insight on

what creates or destroys attraction.

The book is ok.......but not as informative as I thought it would be. The read is a little bit slowand

there's not as muh ground covered as thought there would be.....The writer streaches the subject, in

my opinion, to fill a reasonable size book for the price being charged.I feel that the book could be

cut in half and still would have adequately covered the information the author wanted to get across.

Read it in about a weekend, it was a good length. Good amount of detail but also got straight to the

point without any fluff. Thank goodness for that.My big impression after reading the book was

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“goodness, we are just hairless apes arenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t we?ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

to use one of the authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s phrases.-We are animals in terms of attraction-We are

animals in terms of what turns us on-We are animals in terms of what we are drawn to

subconsciouslyThe subconscious part for me was huge. Just never realized so much could be done

that way.

Good read. The information is clear and to the point. I wish I would have had this information 20

years ago. Good author.

I've read this book three times now. I sure wish I had been aware of these concepts years ago.

I wish he included a detailed bibliography at the end so I could read these studies myself, but I

guess its easy enough to find them with the info he gave about them.I'm a sucker for psychology

and sociology books like Malcolm Gladwell or Seth Godin. Love love love love them. This has the

same feel. Studies, commentaries, take away lessons, and what to do with the info.I was a psych

major and I guess I'm reliving it now! And if I ever need to flirt better, I'll know that I'm a big time

physical flirt. Read the book to find out what the heck that is ;)

Just kidding! This book does confirm some of what I kinda knew. I kinda knew how to play the

game, how to chase, how to play hard to get, but it's rad to see the science behind all of it and

yakno... play better to win more! Here i come!Next thing you know I'm gonna be "nuclear touching"

all over the place. There's just so much insight in this book. Will definitely read again soon!



I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review, and I am part of Patrick's

mailing list.So with that disclaimer said, I honestly loved this book a lot. I read his other book

involving a lot of science, the science of likability, a while ago, and I like this one more because it felt

like there was more advice that I could apply to my life. But maybe that's because I'm single right

now? Who knows.The book starts with chapters on flirting, touching, and types of attraction. All of it

was new to me but it made a lot of sense and makes me think about how to adjust my approach in

the coming weeks and months. A lot of it is based on evolution and biology, which is great because

it's based on SOMETHING, not just someone's opinion.I honestly give this book 2 thumbs up!

Enjoyed it!
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